Reminder: Please cross-check your site ID and sample set ID!
The CAL assigns a sample set to an individual site when the boxes are shipped out. The site ID is printed on a label inside one of the box end flaps. If you operate more than one AMoN site, please ensure that the correct sample set is deployed at the site. Additionally, each AMoN sampler box, field form, and sampler bag is assigned a sample set ID (example: P110513), which is printed below the barcode label. See the picture below.

Please ensure that the sampler jar is returned with its corresponding travel blank to the bag it came in. Also, as you are packing the box, please ensure that the set IDs match for the box, field form, and sample set. This ensures that the field form data corresponds to the correct sample set, and that the travel blank is returned with the sample set to which it belongs.

Sample Change Dates – This is the Tuesday sample change schedule for April – May 2012.
- April 10
- April 24
- May 8
- May 22